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We are exploring advanced technology, including small unmanned aircraft systems, robots and 
augmented reality to learn how these emerging technologies can help us monitor our system and 
serve you more efficiently. 

We’re always working to improve your service and that includes researching technology that can help 
identify, predict and prevent power issues before they become problems for you. It’s all part of our 
ongoing commitment to building a stronger and smarter grid to deliver electricity your business can 
count on in good weather and bad.

Watch video:   FPL.com/techtools

Your bill is going down again
While the cost of many everyday products and services 
continues to go up, the price you pay for electricity has come 
down. And, in January, it will be even lower. We recently filed 
to reduce rates again in 2016. A typical business customer will 
see savings in the range of about 2 to 6 percent, depending on 
rate class and type of service. 

This decrease is another example of our ongoing strategy to 
make investments that are designed to continuously improve 
service and keep electricity affordable for our customers over 
the long term.

 FPL.com/lowerbusinessbill

Better reliability  
with high-flying tech tools
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Why not drive an electric vehicle? 
You’ll save money, have low-to-no 
tailpipe emissions and reduce your 
dependence on oil. They also have 
the latest technology and features 
so you can drive around in style.  

 FPL.com/EV

BOOST
YOUR EV IQ

Energy 
Answers

QShould we unplug our 
office computers at the 

end of each day? 
– Ruth D. from South Miami

AMany technologies
have advanced over the 

years. Take advantage of your 
computer’s and monitor’s  
sleep modes to save energy  
and money. 

Read the full answer: 
 FPL.com/bizanswers 

Help do your part with 
FPL SolarNow™ 
October is Energy Awareness Month and this year’s theme is a 
Sustainable Energy Future. With FPL SolarNow™, you can help do your 
part to move us closer to a cleaner, more sustainable energy future. 

For about 30 cents a day, you can join other local businesses that are 
helping to bring more solar energy to our communities, faster. Be 
recognized by customers and your community as a leader for clean energy.  

Learn how:   FPL.com/solarnow

FPL’s energy efficiency programs changed effective Sept. 15, 2015. 
For more information, visit:   FPL.com/bizprograms

Make your business more energy 
efficient and save
Did you know? You can get a smart energy savings plan to help make 
your business more energy efficient. And, when you schedule a free 
Business Energy Evaluation online, our business energy experts will 
show you new ways to save energy and money, up to $500 a year.

Let us help you get started:   FPL.com/EasyToSave


